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Book shares author’s life from World War II to fall of Soviet Union
Jaroslaw Martyniuk releases memoir, ‘Monte Rosa: Memoir of an Accidental Spy’

WASHINGTON – Several factors motivated Jaroslaw Martyniuk to write “Monte Rosa: Memoir of an Accidental Spy,”
his first  published book, (published by Xlibris).  The author wrote this autobiographical account and European
travelogue because he was inspired by his father’s short memoir and the words of an eminent scholar who said
“memoirs  have  a  way of  transmigrating  into  history.”  In  addition,  he  wanted to  recount  his  small  but  unique
contribution to the demise of the USSR, coupled with a desire to leave a record for family and posterity. 

This is  a  memoir of  a 20th century Renaissance man that will  appeal to Cold War historians,  scholars and the
general public.  It is intended as a lesson to the young generation who know very little about the legacy of the
communism  as  it  existed  in  the  Soviet  Union,  and  contains  intriguing  insights  and  observations  about  the
disintegration  of  the  Soviet  empire. Part  history,  part  travelogue,  the  memoir  includes  an  original  spy  tale.
Martyniuk writes with a novel-like verve, intertwining personal experiences with commentary on art, religion and
economics. 

The book is a sweeping panorama of the author’s life from the outbreak of World War II to the collapse of the Soviet
Union in 1991. The narrative begins in Ukraine and ends in Paris where he coordinated the work of 50 undercover
interviewers engaged in unorthodox research with Soviet visitors in Western Europe, a chapter of Cold War history
never revealed in such remarkable detail.  The story includes the author’s narrow escape from communism, an
account  of  his  extended family’s  ordeal  in the  Soviet  Gulag,  life  in post-war  Bavaria,  30 years  in Chicago and
culminates with 12 years in France where he worked for the International Energy Agency and Radio Liberty.

The action takes place mostly in France,  and contains fascinating accounts of  author’s  travels to 25 countries,
intermingling intriguing insights around turning points of European history. It also explores leitmotifs such as the
meaning of freedom, luck, synchronicity, survival and mountain climbing and the impact of political correctness on
free speech and liberty.

“Monte Rosa: Memoir of an Accidental Spy”
By Jaroslaw Martyniuk
Hardcover | 6x9 in | 464 pages | ISBN 9781543439083
Softcover | 6x9 in | 464 pages | ISBN 9781543439076
E-Book | 464 pages | ISBN 9781543439069
Available at Amazon and Barnes & Noble

About the Author
A Ukrainian-born American, Jaroslaw Martyniuk’s experience in the oil sector led him to a diplomatic post with the
IEA/OECD in Paris. In the mid-‘80s he joined the Soviet Area Audience and Opinion Research office in Paris, part of
Radio Liberty headquartered in Munich. In 1995, Martyniuk moved to Washington where he continued conducting
specialized research for the international  broadcasters until  he  retired in 2011.  He speaks five  languages and
during his multiple careers, he travelled to over 50 countries in Europe and the former Soviet Union.

Xlibris Publishing, an Author Solutions, LLC imprint, is a self-publishing services provider created in 1997 by authors, for authors. By focusing on
the needs of creative writers and artists and adopting the latest print-on-demand publishing technology and strategies, we provide expert publishing
services with direct and personal access to quality publication in hardcover, trade paperback, custom leather-bound and full-color formats. To date,
Xlibris has helped to publish more than 60,000 titles. For more information, visit xlibris.com or call 1-888-795-4274 to receive a free publishing guide.
Follow us @XlibrisPub on Twitter for the latest news.
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